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The fiercely independent creative culture that thrives in the Pacific Northwest has, of late, 

been receiving an upsurge of deserved attention, and for good reason. No band in the region 

embodies independence, practices innovative, artful living and is dedicated to their craft more 

than Point Juncture, WA., a collaboration between four Portland, OR. songwriters, 

instrumentalists, recording engineers, and friends: Amanda Spring (vocals, drums) Victor 

Nash (keyboards, vocals) Skyler Norwood (guitar, vibraphone) and Wilson Vediner (guitar). 

Point Juncture, WA live together in a house they purchased as a band and jointly own. Point 

Juncture, WA grows a lot of their own food, and camps on tour, cooking said food over 

campfires. Point Juncture, WA transformed a dilapidated barn on their property into a 

state-of-the-art, Dwell Magazine-worthy recording studio with their own hands so that they 

could have the perfect environment in which to create their newest full-length, Handsome 

Orders. Point Juncture, WA has always recorded their own albums, and they’ve printed their 

own records. Point Juncture, WA is not a band that is messing around, and it’s their time to 

shine. 

 

Having creatively explored what they’ve seen and what they hadn’t in their previous three 

releases, Handsome Orders shows Point Juncture, WA looking deep within at what, and who, 

they’ve become as a band. Direct songs like “Violin Case” and “Chronological Order” 

show the band sticking to a less-is-more compositional philosophy—a practice they weave 

throughout Handsome Orders. Previously, the band’s catchy rock songs were often blanketed 

with vibraphone, synthesizer ambiance and layers of guitar feedback that would crest 

just at the point of obscuring the song’s melody. Now, a driving dissonance is absorbed into 

the bass and guitar parts themselves, offering the same counterpoint to the pop song’s format, 

but in a newly nuanced and elegant form. Keyboards, horns and guitar noise exist as textural 

layers above and underneath the fundamentals of Handsome Orders’ tracks, but each song has 

a dynamic range not common to a band so rooted in it’s live performance.   

 

 

Tracks 

1. When You Wake Up It’s Today 

2. Chronological Order 

3. Violin Case 

4. Snakey Says 

5. New Drags 

6. Tough Upper Stuff 

7. Bones 

8. Baptist Jesus 

9. Economics of Basketball 

10. Boston Gold  
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